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ABSTRACT 
 

 

This study provides a climatological assessment of persistent elongated 

convective systems (PECS) over subtropical South America during the austral warm 

seasons of 1998-2007 and a comparison of PECS frequency and physical characteristics 

to mesoscale convective complexes (MCCs) in the region. Relationships between the 

Antarctic Oscillation (AAO) and El Niño – Southern Oscillation (ENSO) teleconnections 

and large, long-lived convective systems (LLCSs) are explored. An average of 143 PECS 

and 37 MCCs occurred per warm season. PECS lasted longer on average than MCCs (17 

hrs. vs. 14 hrs.) and reached a greater average maximum cloud-shield extent than MCCs 

(297,300 km2 vs. 256,500 km2). PECS frequency was maximized over the La Plata river 

basin during December – February. The relative frequency of LLCS occurrence was 

greatest during negative AAO phases (0.906 LLCSs/day) and positive ENSO phases 

(28.1 LLCS/month). LLCS maximum cloud-shield extent was greatest during negative 

AAO phases and positive ENSO phases. LLCSs tended to be displaced southward during 

negative AAO phases and neutral ENSO phases. These results suggest that AAO and 

ENSO phases have at least some influence on LLCSs over SSA. Additionally, the high 

relative frequency of PECS compared to MCCs suggests they may contribute 

substantially to yearly precipitation totals in the region.
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CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Many regions throughout the world are subject to the frequent occurrence of 

extensive thunderstorm complexes during the warm season. These mesoscale convective 

systems (MCSs), composed of individual thunderstorms that have organized into a 

contiguous precipitation shield, are notable for the large spatial and temporal dimensions 

that they sometimes attain. MCSs are capable of producing many types of hazardous 

weather, such as large hail, high winds, and tornadoes (Maddox 1980; Houze et al. 1990). 

They also are notable for the substantial amounts of precipitation they can produce 

(Tollerud and Collander 1993) and frequently lead to flooding and flash flooding issues 

(Rodgers et al., 1983; Anderson and Arritt, 1998).  

Numerous studies have shown that MCSs play a prominent role in the long-term 

hydrologic budget of areas such as the central United States (Fritsch et al., 1986; Ashley 

et al., 2003), the Sahel region of Africa (Laing et al., 1999; Mathon et al., 2002), and 

subtropical South America (Mota, 2003; Viana, 2006; Salio and Nicolini, 2007; Durkee 

et al., 2009). Subtropical South America, the focus of this study, is home to the La Plata 

River basin, which contains 30% of the earth’s fresh water supply and is the fifth largest 

river basin in the world (Durkee and Mote, 2009). The La Plata region is one of the 
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largest food producers in the world, with an economy that is largely based on agriculture. 

The majority of the region’s electricity is generated by hydropower plants on its 

numerous rivers (the Itaipú hydroelectric plant on the Paraná River alone generates over 

95% of Paraguay’s electricity and 24% of Brazil’s), and most drinking water in the 

region (including that of Buenos Aires and São Paulo, the two largest cities in South 

America) is supplied by these rivers (Mechoso et al., 2001). Thus it is clear that the La 

Plata region is highly vulnerable to fluctuations in rainfall, and any shortages or excesses 

in precipitation result in major economic and social impacts on the region.  

In order to more fully understand the characteristics and variability of the 

mesoscale convective systems that play a critical role in the hydrological budget of 

subtropical South America, this study first presents a climatology of Persistent Elongated 

Convective Systems (PECS) to supplement previous studies of Mesoscale Convective 

Systems (MCCs) over the region. The frequency and characteristics of both PECS and 

MCCs are then examined for relationships with the Antarctic Oscillation (AAO) and El 

Niño – Southern Oscillation (ENSO) teleconnections in an effort to enhance the 

predictability of these systems under varying phases of these large-scale modes of 

variability. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 
BACKGROUND 

 

a. Mesoscale Convective Complexes  

A large portion of prior research pertaining to mesoscale convective systems has 

focused on the subclass of MCSs known as the mesoscale convective complex (MCC). 

Based on characteristics derived from infrared satellite imagery, Maddox (1980) defined 

the parameters that the cloud shield associated with a convective system must meet in 

order to be classified as an MCC. Maddox’s original definition stated that MCCs must 

have a contiguous mass of cloud-top temperatures ≤ -32 °C with an area of ≥ 100,000 

km2 and an interior contiguous mass of cloud tops with temperatures ≤ -52 °C and an area 

of ≥ 50,000 km2; however, subsequent studies (e.g., Augustine and Howard, 1988; Jirak 

et al., 2003; Durkee and Mote, 2009) dropped the outer ≤ -32 °C cloud shield requirement 

based on observations that most precipitation occurs underneath the inner ≤ -52 °C cloud 

shield and that ≤ -32 °C cloud shields often encompass several distinct storm systems. 

These updated criteria are outlined in Table 1 and are used to define MCCs and PECS in 

this study. The most important aspect that defines the MCC as a distinct class of MCSs is 

its quasi-circular shape; the eccentricity (minor axis / major axis) of its ≤ -52°C cloud 

shield area must be at least 0.7 at the time when this cloud shield reaches its maximum
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extent. MCCs must also sustain a ≤ -52°C cloud shield area of at least 50,000 km2 for 

over six hours, although the cloud shield does not have to maintain an eccentricity of      

≥ 0.7 for its entire life cycle.  

Previous studies have determined the regions of the world where mesoscale 

convective system activity commonly occurs. These include North and South America 

(Maddox, 1980; Guedes, 1985; Velasco and Fritsch, 1987; McAnelly and Cotton, 1989, 

among others), Africa (Laing, 1992; Laing and Fritsch, 1993a; Laing et al., 1999), India 

(Laing, 1992; Laing and Fritsch, 1993b), China (Miller and Fritsch, 1991), Australia 

(James, 1992), and Europe (Laing and Fritsch, 1997). Laing and Fritsch (2000) studied 

the large-scale environments associated with MCSs in several of these locations (Africa, 

Australia, China, South America, and the United States) and found that in each region, 

MCSs typically form in baroclinic zones where local maxima of lower-tropospheric 

vertical wind shear and convective available potential energy (CAPE) are present. The 

impetus for initial storm development is provided by a low-level jet (LLJ) transporting 

high potential temperature (θe), low static stability air, which is then forced to ascend 

when it encounters the shallow surface-based layer of cool air in the baroclinic zone. 

Other features of MCS development environments include a local maximum in absolute 

humidity, a strongly veering wind profile in the near-surface layer, an approaching weak 

mid-level shortwave trough, and an upper-level jet near the area of initial development. 

In the subtropical South America (SSA) development region, the LLJ fosters the 

formation of MCSs by transporting high θe air from the tropical Amazon River basin 

southward into the La Plata basin of southeastern South America (Laing and Fritsch, 

2000; Vera et al., 2006; Salio et al., 2007). Durkee and Mote (2009) also suggest that the 
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Andes Mountains, much like the Rocky Mountain range of North America, play an 

important role in the preconditioning environment for MCSs by providing a source of 

cold air advection aloft that acts to steepen lapse rates and decrease stability. 

Durkee and Mote (2009, hereafter DM09) examined a climatology of warm-

season (October - May) MCC activity in subtropical South America for 1998-2007. They 

found that the region experienced an average of 37 MCCs per warm season, with peak 

diurnal activity occurring during the overnight hours and a spatial concentration between 

30°S and 20°S during December and January. The authors also noted that MCCs over 

SSA occur more frequently than over North America and are both larger (average size of 

256,500 km2 vs. a maximum size of 164,600 km2 for North American MCCs) and longer-

lasting (! = 14 h vs.  ! = 10 h) on average than North American MCCs. In a related study, 

Durkee et al. (2009) examined the contributions that MCCs make to rainfall totals across 

the same region. They determined that MCCs account for a considerable portion of total 

warm season precipitation in SSA, with 11%-20% of the total rainfall in most warm 

seasons provided by MCCs in much of the study domain. On smaller temporal and spatial 

scales, MCCs often had a greater impact. For example, MCCs accounted for 30%-50% of 

December precipitation in northern Argentina and portions of Paraguay, while provinces 

in west-central Argentina received up to 66% of their November rainfall from MCCs. 

 

b. Persistent Elongated Convective Systems  

Another subclass of MCSs, persistent elongated convective systems (PECS, first 

defined by Anderson and Arritt, 1998), are very similar to MCCs but have been studied 

much less extensively. PECS meet all MCC criteria except the eccentricity requirement 
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(see Table 1); PECS have an eccentricity of 0.2 to 0.7 at the time of their maximum 

cloud-shield extent and therefore tend to be more elongated or linear in shape rather than 

quasi-circular at the point in time when they reach their peak size. This minimum 

eccentricity parameter of 0.2 was established to ensure that long lines of convection 

without an internal circulation were not classified as PECS. Together, MCCs and PECS 

form a class of MCSs known as large, long-lived convective systems (LLCSs) (Nieto 

Ferreira et al., 2003). 

Currently, there are no studies that provide a climatological analysis of MCSs in 

SSA, beyond the MCC work by DMO9 and Durkee et al. (2009). However, the MCC 

definition limits our understanding of MCSs because of the specific criteria used to 

classify such events. Therefore, a climatological understanding of PECS with respect to 

the MCC research by DM09 is necessary in to order to provide an accurate account of the 

characteristics of large, long-lived convective systems (LLCS) over SSA. Anderson and 

Arritt (1998) found PECS to be more numerous than MCCs over North America during 

the warm seasons of 1992-93, while Jirak et al. (2003) found that PECS in the United 

States were more frequent, larger, more commonly associated with severe weather 

reports, and produced greater average rainfall amounts than MCCs and other MCSs 

during the warm seasons of 1996-98. It is quite possible that the outcome is similar for 

subtropical South America. Since PECS are quite similar to MCCs in every respect 

except their shape, it is likely that they have similar, if not greater, hydrological impacts 

on the region as MCCs. The first part of this study will provide climatological 

descriptions for PECS over subtropical South America for the warm seasons of 1998-

2007. 
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c. Atmospheric Teleconnections Affecting Subtropical South America 

The second phase of this study will consider the possible influence of atmospheric 

teleconnections on Mesoscale Convective System activity in the SSA study region. 

Defined by statistically significant simultaneous correlations between meteorological 

variables at widely separated points on earth (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981; Mo and White, 

1985), teleconnections are identified whenever it is found that anomalies in the current 

state of the atmosphere in one region can explain a significant proportion of the variance 

in other meteorological variables at distant locations. The importance of teleconnections 

lies in the ability to explain and forecast the variability in atmospheric variables at time 

scales of weeks and months (Mo and White, 1985; Barnston and Livezey, 1987).   

Several major teleconnections have been identified through various analysis 

techniques (Wallace and Gutzler, 1981) and are used frequently in climate analysis and 

forecasting applications. These include the El Niño - Southern Oscillation pattern 

(ENSO) first noted by Hildebrandsson (1897) and later detailed by Walker and Bliss 

(1932), the Arctic Oscillation (AO) or Northern Annular Mode (Lorenz, 1951; Thompson 

and Wallace, 1998) and the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (Walker and Bliss, 1932; 

Wallace and Gutzler, 1981), the Pacific North American pattern (PNA) (Wallace and 

Gutzler, 1981; Barnston and Livezey, 1987), the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) 

(Madden and Julian, 1971; Hendon and Salby, 1994), and the Antarctic Oscillation 

(AAO) or Southern Annular Mode (SAM) (Rogers and Van Loon, 1982; Gong and 

Wang, 1999; Thompson and Wallace, 2000), among others. Teleconnections which have 

been closely linked to atmospheric variability over subtropical South America are ENSO 
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and the Antarctic Oscillation / Southern Annular Mode (hereafter AAO), and it is on 

these two that this study will focus with respect to convective systems. 

 

i.  El Niño – Southern Oscillation  

ENSO, considered the most dominant global teleconnection pattern on 

time scales of a few months to a few years, consists of a “seesaw” in sea surface 

temperature (SST) and sea-level pressure in the tropical Pacific that occurs semi-

regularly on time scales of 2-7 years (Walker and Bliss, 1932; Bjerknes, 1969; 

National Research Council, 1983, among others). The influence of this quasi-

periodic oscillation is felt throughout the world, with well-documented changes in 

the atmospheric circulation extending to the mid- and high-latitudes, in addition to 

the tropics, during positive and negative ENSO phases (Horel and Wallace, 1981; 

Hoskins and Karoly, 1981; Trenberth et al., 1998, among others). Figure 1 shows 

that during positive or warm phases of ENSO, referred to as El Niño, SSTs in the 

central and eastern equatorial Pacific rise significantly above the climatological 

average and a corresponding positive anomaly in sea-level pressure is observed in 

the western Pacific. This leads to positive anomalies in convection across the 

central and eastern equatorial Pacific. The opposite occurs during negative phases 

(La Niña), when SSTs off the western coast of Peru and into the central Pacific 

drop below normal (Trenberth, 1997). These SST anomalies are typically most 

pronounced during the northern hemisphere cool season (i.e., October through 

March), when their modifications of convective patterns in the tropics alter the 
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generation and propagation of atmospheric Rossby waves throughout the 

subtropics and mid-latitudes (Hoskins and Karoly, 1981; Held et al., 1989).  

Warm-season precipitation anomalies in portions of southeastern South 

America, the region this study focuses on, have been shown by numerous studies 

to be related to ENSO phases (Ropelewski and Halpert, 1987, 1989, and 1996; 

Lau and Sheu, 1988; Rao and Hada, 1990; Pisciottano et al., 1994; Grimm et al., 

2000; Barros and Silvestri, 2002). Specifically, these studies have shown that 

precipitation in Uruguay, southeastern Brazil, southern Paraguay, and northern 

Argentina tends to be above the median from around November to February 

(austral spring and summer) during El Niño events (see figure 2), with the 

opposite effect occurring when La Niña conditions are present. These rainfall 

anomalies are tied to atmospheric circulation anomalies produced by ENSO phase 

shifts, with an enhancement in the upper-air circulation and cyclonic vorticity 

advection observed over SSA during the austral warm season under El Niño. The 

inverse is typically observed during La Niña events. Since mesoscale convective 

systems account for a sizable proportion of warm season rainfall across SSA 

(Durkee et al., 2009) and their development is influenced by the overall 

atmospheric circulation in the region, it is hypothesized that the frequency and 

characteristics of these systems may be modified by ENSO phases. 

 

ii. Antarctic Oscillation  

The Antarctic Oscillation (AAO) is a zonally-symmetric mode of 

variability, which describes the large-scale alternation of atmospheric mass 
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between the middle and high latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere (Rogers and 

van Loon, 1982; Gong and Wang, 1999; Thompson and Wallace, 2000, among 

others). Like the Arctic Oscillation in the Northern Hemisphere, the AAO is a 

higher frequency oscillation than ENSO, with phase shifts that typically take 

place on time scales of weeks to months. The AAO exists year-round, but its 

influences are typically most pronounced during the late spring in the Southern 

Hemisphere (Thompson and Wallace, 2000). Positive phases of the AAO are 

associated with negative height anomalies over Antarctica and positive height 

anomalies over the mid-latitude regions of the Southern Hemisphere, and vice 

versa during negative AAO phases (Thompson and Wallace, 2000; Fyfe, 2003; 

Reboita et al., 2009). During negative AAO phases, the Southern Hemisphere 

storm track tends to be displaced toward lower latitudes, causing a greater 

frequency of extratropical cyclones in lower-latitude regions; this process is 

reversed during positive phases (Carvalho et al., 2005; Reboita et al., 2009). 

Examples of regional impacts of the AAO on locations throughout the Southern 

Hemisphere include anomalously cool and wet conditions over most of Australia 

during the positive phase of the AAO (Gillett et al., 2006; Hendon et al., 2006; 

Gupta and England, 2006) and wetter than average winters in South Africa when 

negative AAO conditions prevail (Reason and Rouault, 2005). 

Several recent studies have investigated the impact of positive and 

negative AAO phases on precipitation in subtropical South America. Silvestri and 

Vera (2003) found that negative (positive) phases of the AAO are associated with 

increased (decreased) moisture convergence and precipitation over Paraguay, 
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southeastern Brazil, and northeastern Argentina during the months of November 

and December (see figure 3d). Gillett et al. (2006) also investigated relationships 

between the AAO and precipitation patterns across the region, but did not identify 

significant relationships between the two to confirm the work of Silvestri and 

Vera (2003). Reboita et al. (2009) found pronounced positive precipitation 

anomalies associated with the negative phase of the AAO in northern Argentina 

and southeastern Brazil during austral summer and fall, with less clear-cut results 

during spring. They showed that the positive phase of the AAO is correlated with 

negative precipitation anomalies over northern Argentina during summer and in 

southern Brazil during the fall, but differences in the placement of these positive 

and negative anomalies across the seasons lead the authors to conclude that the 

precipitation anomalies are not exactly symmetric between the AAO phases. 

Since the AAO has been shown to modify atmospheric circulation and 

precipitation patterns in SSA, particularly during the warm season, it is 

hypothesized that the characteristics and frequency of MCSs are influenced by the 

phase of the AAO. 

In summary, the work of DM09 provided a climatological description of 

MCCs in SSA, but a similar study of PECS is needed to gain a more 

comprehensive understanding of LLCS activity in the region. Based on previous 

studies of PECS and MCCs in North America, it is hypothesized that PECS in 

SSA occur more frequently and tend to be larger and longer-lasting than MCCs. 

Moreover, the AAO and ENSO teleconnections have been shown to modify 

warm-season precipitation and atmospheric circulation patterns in SSA, and it is 
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hypothesized that they will influence the frequency and characteristics of LLCSs 

in some manner. Therefore, the purposes of this study are to   (1) describe the 

characteristics of warm-season PECS over SSA and compare them to MCCs for 

the same region, as well as over North America, and (2) to investigate the possible 

influences of ENSO and the AAO on the frequency and characteristics of LLCSs 

over SSA.
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CHAPTER 3 
 
 

DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

 

This study uses a dataset of all large, long-lived convective systems (LLCSs)  

observed during the warm seasons (October - May) of 1998-2007 over subtropical South 

America compiled by DM09. The systems were identified and tracked using 4-km three-

hourly GOES-8 and GOES-14 infrared satellite imagery (figure 4) and a hybrid 

automated/manual cloud-top identification procedure. GOES satellite imagery was 

generally available at 3-hour time increments. The first step in the tracking procedure was 

to identify all cloud shields that met the “size” requirement outlined in table 1 using an 

automated cloud-top identification procedure similar to Augustine (1985). Empirical 

orthogonal function (EOF) analysis of pixel coordinates was then used to determine the 

eccentricity and orientation of cloud shields. The authors manually observed each 

sequence of satellite images to track splitting and merging cloud shields, similar to the 

approach of Machado et al. (1998). Each distinct system that maintained a < -52 °C cloud 

shield area for over six hours (usually two consecutive image times) was classified as 

either a persistent elongated convective system or a mesoscale convective system, 

depending on its eccentricity at its maximum cloud-shield extent (> 0.7 for MCCs,
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between 0.2 and 0.7 for PECS). A more thorough description of this identification and 

tracking process can be found in DM09.  

Attributes tracked at each time step include < -52 °C cloud-shield areas, the 

latitude and longitude coordinates of cloud-shield centroids, and their eccentricities. 

These attributes were then used to define additional characteristics of each system, such 

as its duration, maximum cloud-shield extent, and its location, eccentricity, and size 

throughout its life cycle.  

The first part of this study describes the characteristics of PECS, as the properties 

of MCCs in the same dataset have already been thoroughly described by DM09. The 

second part, regarding the influence of ENSO and the AAO on SSA convective activity, 

encompasses both PECS and MCCs (together called LLCSs) in order to provide a more 

complete picture of the influence of teleconnections on convective activity in the region. 

 In order to determine the influence of ENSO and the AAO on LLCSs over SSA, 

archived indices of the phase of each teleconnection were obtained for the study period 

from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Climate Prediction Center 

(CPC). The CPC uses the monthly Oceanic Niño Index (ONI), which is based on a 3-

month running mean of SST anomalies from the 1971-2000 mean in the tropical Pacific, 

to evaluate the phase of ENSO during each month. Months where the ONI exceeds ± 0.5 

are classified as warm (El Niño) or cool (La Niña) episodes, respectively. To evaluate the 

AAO, the CPC uses the daily AAO index, which is calculated by projecting the daily 700 

hPa height anomalies onto the leading mode of Empirical Orthogonal Function (EOF) 

analysis of monthly mean 700 hPa height during the 1979-2000 period, then 

standardizing this value by the standard deviation of the monthly AAO index from 1979-
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2000. Monthly data is used to characterize the ENSO phase because of the low-frequency 

nature of the oscillation, while the daily AAO index is used in the analysis because it was 

observed to change phase regularly on sub-monthly time scales. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 
RESULTS 

 

a. PECS vs. MCCs 

 Compared to the results of DM09, PECS over subtropical South America were 

considerably more frequent, larger, and longer-lasting than MCCs for the warm seasons 

of 1998-2007. Specifically, 1286 PECS and 330 MCCs occurred during the study period, 

with the mean ratio of PECS to MCCs 4:1 for each season (figure 5a). On average, 143 

PECS and 37 MCCs occurred per warm season; this difference in means is significant at 

the 99% confidence interval (p = 0). PECS lasted on average 17 hours, compared to 14 

hours for MCCs (p = 0), and lasted longer on average than MCCs during each season 

(figure 5b). PECS maximum cloud shield areas were nearly 41,000 km2 larger on average 

than those of MCCs (297,300 km2 vs. 256,500 km2, p = 0.001), and PECS were larger on 

average than MCCs in every season except 2005-06 (figure 5c).  

The higher frequency of PECS relative to MCCs over SSA is in agreement with 

the relationship in the United States detailed by Anderson and Arritt (1998), who found 

that PECS outnumbered MCCs 121 to 55 in the United States during 1992 and 1993 

(average PECS to MCCs ratio of 2.2:1 for each season). Like this study, their results 

show that PECS reached larger maximum cloud shield sizes than MCCs on average in the
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U.S.; in 1992, the average MCC maximum cloud-shield area was 145,100 km2 and the 

average PECS maximum cloud-shield area was 188,000 km2, while in 1993 these values 

were 184,300 km2 and 193,200 km2, respectively. However, they did not find a tendency 

for U.S. PECS to persist longer than MCCs; average duration was 10 hrs. for MCCs and 

12 hrs. for PECS in 1992, but in 1993, average MCC duration was 14 hrs. compared to 

12 hrs. for PECS. 

 

b. Temporal Characteristics of PECS 

In general agreement with the monthly distribution of MCCs described by DM09, 

the peak of PECS activity occurred during December - March (figure 6). However, there 

are some discrepancies in the distribution of PECS and MCCs. PECS frequency exhibited 

a definitive peak in January with February and March slightly more frequent than 

December. Meanwhile, MCC frequency exhibited a broader peak in December and 

January, while MCC frequency during February and March was less. Frequency 

differences also occurred near the beginning of the austral warm season, as PECS were 

more numerous in October than November, while the opposite was true for MCCs. 

 The median maximum cloud-shield area obtained by PECS was greatest during 

October, with a gradual decrease throughout the warm season until a minimum in March 

and April and a notable increase during May (figure 7a). This is in broad agreement with 

the MCC results of DM09, although there are once again a few notable dissimilarities. 

First, MCC maximum cloud-shield areas were at a minimum during February with a 

steady increase throughout the rest of the warm season; MCCs also showed a tendency to 

be smaller in October than in November. 
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 The intraseasonal distribution of the duration of PECS was similar to the trend in 

maximum cloud-shield areas in that it resembled a quadratic curve with maxima during 

the transition seasons. However, unlike the trend in maximum cloud-shield area, the 

curve was nearly symmetrical around a minimum in PECS duration in January and the 

median duration of May PECS was higher than the median in October and November 

(figure 8a). This intraseasonal duration trend matches well with the monthly MCC 

duration characteristics found by DM09, with the only notable exception during May, 

where DM09 found a slight decrease in MCC durations compared to April. Moreover, a 

moderate correlation of 0.537 was found between PECS lifecycle duration and maximum 

cloud-shield area (figure 9a), which corresponds well with the value of 0.560 for MCCs 

calculated by DM09.  

 The diurnal distribution of PECS critical stages (figure 10), in agreement with the 

MCC results of DM09, displays a tendency for PECS activity to be maximized during the 

late afternoon through early morning hours. PECS initiation was most frequent at the 

times of 1745 UTC and 2045 UTC, or in the mid to late afternoon hours (local time is 

either 3 or 4 hours behind UTC). The majority of PECS then reached their maximum 

cloud-shield extent during the evening hours of 2045 through 0245 UTC. Interestingly, 

the distribution of termination times did not contain the defined peaks observed in 

initiation and maximum cloud-shield extent, but instead was distributed more evenly 

throughout the day, with a relatively minor peak occurring from 2345 UTC through 0245 

UTC. The observed tendency for PECS over SSA to be primarily nocturnal is in general 

agreement with previous studies of MCCs and PECS in other regions such as the U.S. 

(Anderson and Arritt, 1998), Africa (Laing and Fritsch, 1993a), and India (Laing and 
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Fritsch, 1993b). However, the findings presented in this study show a tendency for 

LLCSs over SSA to initiate and reach their maximum cloud-shield extent several hours 

earlier than in these other regions.  

Lastly, the intraseasonal variability in the eccentricity of the < -52 °C cloud  

shields of PECS, MCCs, and all LLCSs during their maximum extent was examined 

(figure 11). No discernible trend in cloud-shield eccentricity was observed for the 

majority of the warm season, except for a pronounced decrease in May relative to the 

preceding months. However, it is important to note that the median eccentricity of all 

LLCS cloud shields is 0.48, with a median of 0.45 for PECS and 0.79 for MCCs. This 

demonstrates the increased frequency of PECS compared to MCCs and emphasizes the 

value of relaxing the MCC eccentricity requirement in order to gain a more complete 

understanding of Mesoscale Convective System activity in the region.  

 

c. Spatial Characteristics of PECS 

Figure 12 shows the highest concentration of PECS frequency during the nine 

warm seasons occurred over southern Paraguay, northeastern Argentina, northern 

Uruguay, and adjacent areas of southern and southeastern Brazil. Analysis of the location 

of PECS centroids during critical stages (figure 13) revealed that initiation most 

frequently occurred in the lee of the Andes over southern Bolivia and central Argentina, 

with another broader initiation maximum region across southern Brazil, southward 

through eastern Paraguay and into northern Argentina. During the time of maximum 

cloud-shield extent, PECS were most frequent over southern Brazil and eastern Paraguay 

and, to a lesser degree, central Argentina. Once PECS reached termination, the greatest 
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cloud-shield centroid density was located over southern Brazil. Taken in sequence, these 

maps suggest a tendency for PECS to form in the lee of the Andes, then propagate 

eastward due to the influence of upper tropospheric westerlies. A box plot of the 

latitudinal variation of PECS centroids during each critical stage (figure 14a) also reveals 

a slight equatorward progression in their location throughout their life cycle similar to the 

MCC results of DM09, with a majority of PECS concentrated between 20°S - 30°S. 

 The intraseasonal distribution of the latitude of all PECS centroids shows a clear 

warm-season pattern in PECS location (figure 15a). The median location of PECS 

centroids was 28°S during October, with a slow equatorward progression until January. 

From January until May, the median latitude steadily migrated poleward, with a median 

latitude of around 33°S in May. As expected, this pattern is similar to the intraseasonal 

MCC migration pattern discovered by DM09, but with a few noteworthy discrepancies. 

First, DM09 found that MCCs have a lower median latitude (closer to the equator) in 

November and February than in December and January, which contrasts with the smooth 

high-low-high intraseasonal latitude trend found in this study for PECS. Second, for all 

months except December and January, the median latitude of PECS centroids was 

poleward of the MCC median latitude determined by DM09. 

 

d. Atmospheric Variability and LLCSs 

In order to examine relationships between the Antarctic Oscillation, ENSO, and 

large, long-lived convective system (LLCS) activity over SSA, the MCC dataset of 

DM09 was merged with the PECS dataset used in the preceding sections of this study. 

The resulting sum of every < -52 °C cloud shield with an area greater than 50,000 km2 
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and an eccentricity of ≥ 0.2 that persisted for at least 6 hours during the warm seasons of 

1998 – 2007 was 1616 LLCSs. Each day in the 1998-2007 study period was classified 

according to the phase of the AAO and ENSO indices following the criteria outlined in 

the sections below. Comparisons of relative LLCS frequency between phases were made 

by dividing the number of LLCSs that reached their maximum cloud-shield extent on 

days when the given phase was in place by the total number of days the teleconnection 

was in the given phase. 

 

i.  Relationships Between the AAO and LLCSs 

In order to determine the influence of the AAO on LLCS activity, each 

LLCS was classified by the daily AAO index for the day on which the given 

LLCS reached its maximum cloud-shield extent. Negative phases of the AAO 

were defined as days when the AAO index was less than -1.5, neutral phases had 

an AAO index of greater than or equal to -1.5 and less than or equal to 1.5, and 

positive phases were classified as days when the AAO index was greater than 1.5. 

These boundaries were chosen based on the observation that the standard 

deviation of the daily AAO index for all days in the study period was 1.33. Figure 

16 shows that the daily AAO index is subject to large variations and swings 

between positive, neutral, and negative phases on daily to weekly time scales, and 

it is for this reason that the daily index was used in the analysis rather than a 

monthly composite. 

Overall, 2188 days were included in the 1998-2007 study period. The 

AAO index was considered positive for 319 (14.6%) of these days, neutral for 
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1581 days (72.2%), and negative for the remaining 288 days (13.2%). Out of the 

1616 LLCSs recorded, 261 occurred on the negative AAO days (0.906 

LLCSs/day), 1157 (0.732 LLCSs/day) occurred during an AAO phase classified 

as neutral, and the other 198 (0.621 LLCSs/day) occurred on days when the AAO 

was in a positive phase. This increased rate of LLCS activity during strongly 

negative AAO phases is reflected in figure 17, which shows that the AAO index 

is skewed towards the positive end for all days in the period of record (figure 

17a), but tends to be more negative on days when LLCSs occur (figure 17b). 

Four characteristics of LLCSs were examined for possible relationships 

with the AAO: maximum cloud-shield extent, latitude of system center and 

eccentricity during maximum extent, and duration. Figure 18 shows that the 

maximum cloud-shield extent of LLCSs showed a decreasing trend from negative 

to positive AAO phases. Independent sample difference of means t-test results 

showed that the difference in means of maximum cloud-shield extent between 

negative and positive AAO phases and between neutral and positive AAO phases 

was statistically significant at the 95% confidence level (p-values of 0.01 and 

0.04, respectively). Meanwhile, the difference in means between negative and 

neutral AAO phases was not significant.  The median latitude of LLCS centroids 

during maximum extent increased from negative to positive phases (figure 19). T-

tests showed that the difference in means between the negative phase and the 

neutral phase and between the negative phase and the positive phase were both 

statistically significant at the 99% confidence level (p = 0.01 in both cases). The 

median duration of LLCSs (figure 20) was smaller during positive phases than 
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during neutral or negative phases of the AAO. However, t tests showed that the 

differences in means between the three categories were not statistically significant 

(p = 0.48, 0.72, and 0.89, respectively). Finally, there was no statistical difference 

in mean eccentricities across varying AAO phases (figure 21). 

 

ii.  Relationships between ENSO and LLCSs 

In order to examine the relationship between ENSO and LLCS activity, 

archived monthly ENSO index data was obtained from the Climate Prediction 

Center. Monthly data was chosen because the ENSO cycle is not subject to daily 

and weekly fluctuations like the AAO, but instead varies on monthly to seasonal 

time scales (see figure 27). Definitions of the negative, neutral, and positive 

phases of ENSO were based on the Climate Prediction Center’s criteria: an index 

of less than -0.5 denotes a negative (La Niña) phase, -0.5 to 0.5 is neutral, and 

greater than 0.5 is positive (El Niño). Months when the index was exactly -0.5 or 

exactly 0.5 were included in the neutral category. 

Out of the 72 months in the study period, 22 (30.6%) were associated with 

negative ENSO, 35 (48.6%) with neutral ENSO, and the remaining 15 (20.8%) 

with positive ENSO conditions. Out of the 1616 LLCSs, 499 occurred during 

negative ENSO phases (22.7 LLCSs/month), 695 occurred during neutral ENSO 

conditions (19.9 LLCSs/month), and the remaining 422 occurred during positive 

ENSO months (28.1 LLCSs/month). As figure 22 shows, a very weak positive 

correlation (0.07) was determined for the monthly ENSO index and the number of 

LLCSs that occurred in each month. 
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As with the AAO index, the LLCS characteristics of maximum cloud-

shield extent, latitude and eccentricity during time of maximum extent, and 

duration were examined for relationships with the ENSO index. Independent 

sample t-tests were used to determine statistical significance in the difference in 

means between ENSO phases. Figure 23 shows that the median maximum cloud-

shield extent of LLCS cloud shields increased from negative to positive ENSO 

phases. The difference in means between negative and positive ENSO phases, and 

between neutral and positive phases was determined to be statistically significant 

at the 95% level (p-values of 0.002 and 0.03, respectively). The latitude of LLCS 

centroids during maximum extent (figure 24) exhibits a tendency for LLCSs to be 

located at lower latitudes during both negative and positive ENSO phases, which 

a poleward location during neutral ENSO conditions. These differences in means 

were statistically significant (> 95% confidence interval) for all three phase 

comparisons (negative vs. neutral, negative vs. positive, neutral vs. positive), with 

p-values of 0, 0.02, and 0.004. LLCSs showed a statistically significant tendency 

(> 95% confidence interval) to last for shorter durations during negative ENSO 

conditions vs. neutral and positive conditions (figure 25), with p-values of 0.003 

for the negative vs. neutral case, and 0.05 for the negative vs. positive case. LLCS 

eccentricity during maximum extent (figure 26) did not, however, demonstrate 

any statistically significant relationships between all ENSO phases. 
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iii.  Interactions between the AAO, ENSO, and LLCSs 

The last piece of this study focused on possible relationships between the 

AAO and ENSO and the combined impacts of these teleconnections on LLCS 

activity. Figure 27 suggests a possible inverse relationship between the two, as 

fluctuations in the monthly ENSO index were often matched with shifts in the 

opposite direction of the monthly AAO index, especially during the early seasons 

of the study period. This connection is somewhat supported by figure 28, which 

shows a -0.36 correlation coefficient between the monthly ENSO index and the 

monthly AAO index (figure 28b) and a -0.26 correlation coefficient (figure 28a) 

when the daily AAO index is considered. The goal of this section was to find 

which combinations of AAO and ENSO phases were associated with the highest 

frequency of LLCS events and to see how changes in ENSO phase, which take 

place on greater temporal and spatial scales than AAO variations, alter the 

smaller-scale relationships between the AAO and LLCS characteristics. To that 

end, the daily AAO index rather than the monthly version was used in this 

analysis.  

Table 2 demonstrates how the frequency of LLCS occurrence varied 

between different paired phases of the AAO and ENSO. The first two rows of this 

table contain the raw frequency of number of LLCSs and total amounts of days in 

the period of record for the various pairings of AAO and ENSO phases, with the 

third row containing a relative frequency of LLCS occurrence for each phase 

pairing. These findings show that positive ENSO phases were associated with 

higher relative LLCS frequency than negative and neutral phases, regardless of 
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the AAO phase. The greatest relative frequency of LLCSs occurs when a positive 

ENSO phase is paired with a neutral AAO phase (1.04 LLCSs/day), followed 

closely by negative (0.99 LLCSs/day) and positive (0.96 LLCSs/day) AAO 

phases. During neutral and negative ENSO conditions, the negative phase of the 

AAO (0.87 and 0.85 LLCSs/day) was associated with greater LLCS frequency 

than positive (0.61 and 0.57 LLCSs/day) and neutral phases (0.57 and 0.79 

LLCSs/day). The minimum average amount of LLCS activity occurred when 

neutral ENSO and AAO phases were paired (0.57 LLCSs/day), and when 

negative ENSO and positive AAO phases occurred simultaneously (0.57 

LLCSs/day). 

Relationships between the AAO and characteristics of LLCSs were 

investigated for possible changes correlated with the influence of negative, 

neutral, and positive ENSO background conditions. Figure 29 shows that during 

negative ENSO phases (figure 29a), the median maximum cloud-shield extent of 

LLCSs decreased from negative to positive AAO phases, while there was less of a 

discernible AAO-related trend during neutral (figure 29b) and positive (figure 

29c) background ENSO phases. The median latitude of LLCS centroids during 

maximum extent (figure 30) increased from negative to positive AAO phases 

during neutral (figure 30b) and positive (figure 30c) ENSO phases. However, no 

AAO-related trend was apparent while the ENSO index was negative (figure 30a). 

Relationships between the AAO and LLCS duration (figure 31) and eccentricity 

(figure 32) were more variable across ENSO phases, with few consistent trends 

emerging.  
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The statistical significance in the differences in means of each variable 

between each AAO category displayed in these plots is summarized in table 3. 

The lack of statistically significant differences in means of LLCS characteristics 

between AAO categories under various ENSO background conditions 

demonstrated in this table can be at least partially attributed to the dearth of 

observations in each category. Since the full dataset of LLCSs was divided first 

by ENSO category and then by AAO category, there were much fewer degrees of 

freedom than in the t-tests of previous sections, making statistical significance 

more difficult to determine.
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CHAPTER 5 

 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 This study provides a climatological assessment of warm-season persistent 

elongated convective systems (PECS) over subtropical South America for 1998-2007, 

and presents a comparative analysis between MCCs and PECS in the region. This type of 

analysis is needed to gain a more thorough understanding of mesoscale convective 

system activity in SSA, as previous studies were limited to only studying MCCs with a 

cloud-shield eccentricity of > 0.7 during time of maximum cloud-shield extent. 

Relationships between the Antarctic Oscillation (AAO) and El Niño / Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO) teleconnections and the characteristics of large, long-lived 

convective systems (LLCSs) in the region are also delineated.  

Overall, PECS were more frequent, larger, and longer-lasting than MCCs over 

SSA during the study period. An average of 143 PECS and 37 MCCs occurred during 

each warm season; this difference in means is significant at the 99% confidence interval 

(p = 0). The average maximum cloud-shield extent of PECS was greater than the average 

found by Durkee and Mote (2009) for MCCs over SSA (297,300 km2 vs. 256,500 km2, p 

= 0.001), and PECS had a greater average duration than MCCs (17 hours vs. 14 hours, p 

= 0). The median cloud-shield eccentricity at maximum cloud-shield extent for all PECS
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and MCC events was 0.49, demonstrating that the distribution of LLCSs is weighted 

toward PECS. PECS frequency peaked during the height of austral summer from 

December - February, with these months also marking a minimum in the average 

maximum cloud-shield extent and life-cycle duration. Similar to MCCs, PECS occurred 

most frequently during the late afternoon through late evening hours.  

The highest concentration of PECS cloud-shield centroids was located in the 

region of southern Paraguay, northeastern Argentina, northern Uruguay, and adjacent 

areas of far southern Brazil. On average PECS initiate in the lee of the Andes and migrate 

toward the east-northeast before reaching maximum cloud-shield extent and later 

dissipating. From October through the peak of the warm season in January, PECS 

showed a steady seasonal equatorward migration, with a more pronounced poleward 

trend from January - May. 

 Both PECS and MCCs were included in the analysis of teleconnection influences 

on convective activity; together these two classes of systems are referred to as large, 

long-lived convective systems (LLCSs). Archived data for the daily Antarctic Oscillation 

index, obtained from the Climate Prediction Center, was used to associate LLCS 

frequency and other physical characteristics with negative (AAO index < -1.5), neutral (-

1.5 ≤ AAO index ≤ 1.5) and positive (AAO > 1.5) AAO phases. The average frequency 

of LLCS occurrence was greater during negative AAO phases (0.906 LLCSs/day) than 

during neutral (0.732 LLCSs/day) and positive (0.621 LLCSs/day) phases. The median 

maximum cloud-shield extent of LLCS cloud shields was greater during negative phases 

and less during positive phases, while the median latitude of LLCS centroids during 

maximum cloud-shield extent increased from negative to positive phases. 
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Monthly ENSO index data from the CPC was used to classify LLCS events 

according to negative (ENSO index < -0.5), neutral (-0.5 ≤ ENSO index ≤ 0.5), and 

positive (ENSO index > 0.5) ENSO phases. LLCSs were most frequent during positive 

ENSO phases (28.1 LLCSs/month), with decreased frequency during negative (22.7 

LLCSs/month) and neutral (19.9 LLCSs/month) phases. An increase in the maximum 

cloud-shield extent of LLCSs from negative to positive ENSO phases was observed, as 

was a tendency for LLCS centroids to be located at lower latitudes during positive and 

negative ENSO phases. Average LLCS duration was less during negative ENSO phases. 

Investigations of the relationships between the AAO, ENSO, and LLCS activity showed a 

weak to moderate negative correlation between the AAO and ENSO. The highest relative 

frequency of LLCS occurrence was associated with positive ENSO phases paired with 

neutral AAO phases. High LLCS relative frequency was also observed when a positive 

ENSO phase coincided with negative or positive AAO phases, and when a negative AAO 

phase occurred alongside neutral or negative ENSO phases. Statistical significance of 

variations in mean LLCS characteristics between AAO phases under varied ENSO 

background phases was difficult to establish due to a lack of observations. 

 Due to the limited temporal extent of this dataset, it is difficult to draw definitive 

conclusions about the effects of ENSO and the AAO on LLCSs over SSA. A full ENSO 

phase cycle often takes five years or more to complete, meaning that an LLCS dataset 

spanning at least 30 years is needed to establish unequivocal relationships between the 

two. Because the AAO typically oscillates on sub-monthly time scales, there is more 

confidence in the relationships detailed between the AAO and LLCSs in this study, but a 

larger dataset would also be desirable in this case. Despite these caveats, this study does 
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suggest that AAO and ENSO phases have at least some influence on LLCSs in the 

region. The increased frequency and size of LLCSs on days when the AAO index was 

less than -1.5 may possibly be connected to the equatorward displacement of the 

Southern Hemisphere storm track during negative AAO phases (Carvalho et al., 2005; 

Reboita et al., 2009). Further, the findings in this study that show increased LLCS 

frequency during positive ENSO phases agrees with previous studies that have detailed 

an enhancement in the upper-level circulation, and an associated positive anomaly in 

precipitation over SSA during El Niño.  

However, the decrease in LLCS occurrence and maximum cloud-shield extent 

during neutral and positive AAO phases and during neutral and negative ENSO phases is 

not dramatic, which implies that the presence of strong westerlies or an extratropical 

cyclone is not an essential prerequisite to LLCS formation in the region. In fact, LLCSs 

tended to be located in closer proximity to the equator during positive AAO phases and 

negative ENSO phases, which suggests that mechanisms other than the direct influence 

of the synoptic-scale storm track are of greatest influence in the formation of LLCSs. One 

possible explanation is that an increased meridional component to the upper-level flow 

and an associated increase in vorticity advection over the region during negative AAO 

phases and positive ENSO phases induces a stronger flow of warm, moist air from the 

tropics to the subtropics via an enhanced low-level jet. It bears mentioning that a trend 

toward the positive phase of the AAO has been noted in recent decades (Thompson and 

Wallace, 2000; Visbeck, 2009), and the results of this study suggests that this trend could 

have important implications for both LLCS frequency and long-term precipitation totals 

in the region.  
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Lastly, the finding that PECS occur much more frequently than MCCs over SSA, 

as well as their apparent tendency to be larger and longer-lasting than MCCs, suggests 

that they play a prominent role in the annual hydrologic budget of the region. Durkee et 

al. (2009) showed that MCCs produce a substantial portion of yearly precipitation totals 

in SSA. For example, MCCs account for 11-20% of total annual rainfall during most 

warm seasons in much of SSA, with monthly contributions in portions of Argentina and 

Paraguay as much as 50-66%. Therefore, it is plausible to consider PECS-related rainfall 

would likely contribute to precipitation totals in a similar fashion. Given that climate 

model simulations predict an increase in the probability of future extreme precipitation 

events due to climate change (Wehner, 2004; Kharin and Zwiers, 2005; Kharin et al., 

2007, among others), an assessment of the hydrologic impact of these large, long-lived 

convective systems that are capable of producing extreme amounts of precipitation is 

needed to form a baseline for comparison with future observations and model 

simulations. Other future studies should investigate the internal dynamics of PECS 

compared to MCCs. Given that PECS have been shown to be significantly larger and 

longer-lasting than MCCs, why don’t they organize into quasi-circular forms like MCCs 

due to Coriolis influences? Can PECS generate inertially stable mesoscale convective 

vortices (MCVs) as MCCs sometimes do, and if so are they as frequent or as persistent as 

those associated with MCCs? Finally, future studies could investigate the relationships 

between LLCS activity in SSA and other teleconnections not considered in this study, 

particularly the Madden-Julian Oscillation. 
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APPENDIX A: TABLES 

 

Table 1. Mesoscale Convective Complex definition established by Maddox (1980), with 
cloud top temperature modification described by Augustine and Howard (1988). 

 

Mesoscale Convective Complex (MCC) and Persistent Elongated Convective System 

(PECS) Characteristics 

Size:  Interior cold–cloud region with temperature of −52 °C must have 
an area of 50 000 km2 

 

Initiation: Size definition first satisfied 

Duration: Size definition must be met for ≥ 6 hours 

Maximum Extent: Contiguous cold–cloud shield (IR temperature −52 °C) reaches 
maximum size 
 

Shape: MCCs: Eccentricity (minor axis/major axis) ≥ 0.7 at time of 
maximum extent  
 
PECS: 0.2 < Eccentricity < 0.7 at time of maximum extent  
 

Termination: Size definition no longer satisfied 
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Table 2. Frequency of LLCS occurrence over combinations of monthly ENSO and daily AAO phases. 
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Table 3. Independent-sample t-tests for difference of means between negative (-), neutral (=), and positive (+) AAO phases 
under negative, neutral and positive ENSO conditions. Symbols in parentheses indicate the phase of the AAO for which the 
mean of each variable is valid, with the value on the right subtracted from the value on the left in each case. Statistically 
significant p-values at the 95% confidence level are in bold. 
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APPENDIX B: FIGURES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. From Ambrizzi (2006). 3-D view of ocean-atmosphere features in the equatorial Pacific during ENSO phases. 
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Fig. 2. From Climate Prediction Center (2012). Linear regression of ENSO index with global precipitation anomalies from the 
1980-2010 mean (top) and correlations between ENSO index and precipitation anomalies (bottom) for October-November-
December (left), December-January-February (middle), and March-April-May (right). 
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Fig. 3. From Silvestri and Vera (2003). Correlation maps between AAO index and        
bi-monthly precipitation anomalies over SSA for (a) May-June, (b) July-August, (c) 
September-October, and (d) November-December. Shadings indicate statistical 
significance at the 90, 95, and 99% confidence intervals. Smooth lines indicate positive 
correlations and dashed lines indicate negative correlations. 
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Fig. 4. Sample scenes of GOES imagery used to compile dataset, showing study domain 
of -70º to -40º W, 20º to 40º S. Bottom graphic is from DM09. 
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Fig. 5. Number of PECS and MCCs (a), average PECS and MCC duration (b), and average PECS and MCC maximum area (c) 
for each warm season. 
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  Fig. 6. Intraseasonal distribution of PECS (a) and MCCs (b, from DM09). On PECS graphic, whiskers extend to 1.5 times the 
interquartile range, with outliers denoted by horizontal lines. On MCC graphic, whiskers show the 10th and 90th percentiles. 
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 Fig. 7. Intraseasonal distribution of maximum < -52 °C cloud shield area attained by PECS (a) and MCCs (b, from DM09). 
Whiskers show the 10th and 90th percentiles. 
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Fig. 8. Intraseasonal distribution of duration of PECS (a) and MCCs (b, from DM09). Whiskers show the 10th and 90th percentiles. 
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Fig. 9. Scatter plot showing relationship between duration and maximum extent for all PECS (a) and MCCs (b, from DM09). 
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Fig. 10. Diurnal distribution of PECS (a) and MCCs (b, from DM09) critical stages. 
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Fig. 11. Intraseasonal distribution of eccentricity of < -52 °C cloud shields associated with PECS (a), MCCs (b), and all LLCSs 
(c) at time of maximum extent. Whiskers show the 10th and 90th percentiles. 
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Fig. 12. Point density map showing location of all PECS centroids for the entire 1998-
2007 study period. 
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Fig. 13. Point density map showing locations of PECS centroids at time of initiation (a), maximum extent (b), and termination (c). 
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Fig. 14. Latitude of PECS (a) and MCC (b, from DM09) centroids at critical stages. Whiskers show the 10th and 90th percentiles. 
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Fig. 15. Intraseasonal distribution of latitude of PECS (a) and MCC (b, from DM09) centroids at all points in their life cycle. 
Whiskers show the 10th and 90th percentiles. 
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Fig. 16. Time series of daily AAO index for entire study period. 
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Fig. 17. Distribution of daily AAO index values for entire study period (a) and on days when an LLCS occurred (b). 
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Fig. 18. Maximum extent reached by each LLCS during negative, neutral, and positive 
AAO phases. Whiskers show the 10th and 90th percentiles. 
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Fig. 19. As in fig. 15 except for the latitude of LLCS centroids at their maximum extent. 
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Fig. 20. As in figs. 15 and 16 except for the duration of LLCSs. 
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Fig. 21. As in figs. 15-17 except for the eccentricity of LLCS cloud shields at their 
maximum extent. 
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Fig. 22. Correlation between number of LLCSs during each month and the monthly 
ENSO index. 
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Fig. 23. Maximum extent reached by each LLCS during negative, neutral, and positive 
ENSO phases. Whiskers show the 10th and 90th percentiles. 
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Fig. 24. As in fig. 20, except for the latitude of LLCS centroids at maximum extent. 
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Fig. 25. As in figs. 20 and 21, except for LLCS duration. 
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Fig. 26. As in figs. 20-22, except for the eccentricity of LLCS cloud shields at maximum 
extent. 
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Fig. 27. Time series of monthly AAO index and monthly ENSO index for the warm 
seasons of 1998-2007. 
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Fig. 28. Scatter plots of the relationship between the monthly ENSO index and the daily AAO index (a) and the monthly AAO index 
(b) for the entire study period. 
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Fig. 29. Box plots of the relationship between the daily AAO index and LLCS maximum extent for negative ENSO phases (a), 
neutral ENSO phases (b), and positive ENSO phases (c). Whiskers show the 10th and 90th percentiles. 
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Fig. 30. As in fig. 26 except for the latitude of LLCS centroids at maximum extent. 
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Fig. 31. As in figs. 26-27 except for LLCS duration. 
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Fig. 32. As in figs. 26-28 except for eccentricity of LLCS cloud shields at maximum extent. 
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